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SCORINC PORTFOLIOS USING RUBRICS, GENERAL COMMENTS

Scoring poftfolios is a challenge to our powers of decision. It sometimes seems like a Sargantuan
task to decide between a score of "2" and "3" for a given portfolio. It helps to keep the following
points in mind:

r. we are judging portfolios, not students. A poftfolio is a communication, a
collection ofpieces of evidence, about a student's learninS. We can onlyjudge a student's work
on the evidence that he or she prcsents. The poftfolio can misrepresent the student fol a number
ofreasons. Chiefamong these arc:

a. The student has not compiled good evidence ofhis or her learning.
b. The course did not engage student learning in an area that we are assessing.
c. Cou$e assignments did not cause the student to produce written work that speak

to the goals we are assessing.
d. The poltfolio assignnent was unclear, or did not ask the student to provide

evidence in an area that we are assessing.

z. Rubrics are a guide. In the final analysis, the rubrics can be elegant, and we can all be
calibmted beautifully; but that final choice between one number and the next is still a judgment
call. You may find that your sco ng judgment is mixed-that a pordolio has elements of two
different scores. But choose you must. So do not become obsessive about deciding on a score
Remember that therc will be two readers, and a third if necessary. Your word is not the final
word, so pick a number and move on.

3. Set aside your own reactions to the mateiial. This seems obvious, but can be
subtle. Most of us can set aside oul own opinions, but it is harder to set aside our own
knowledge. Also, for all the rubrics except writing and global communications, set aside the
issue of mechanical problems in the student's ting. That will be scored with a separate rubric.

4. Set aside your own reactions to the student. Sometimes students share personal
sto es in their reflections. You may sympathize with a students' situation, but that should not
influence the score you assign to the portfolio. For example, you should not give a student extra
points for being a second language learner. Please score what the student has presented.

S. You are not grading these portfolios. These portfolios have already been read,
commented on and evaluated by the students' instructor. Our task is to help with program
assessment by evaluating these work samples using these rub cs.

6. Use tle comment space liberally. Comment ifyou found the score you gave to be a
difficult choice; if you really wanted to give the portfolio a 2 1/2 (not permitted-you have to
choose a whole number, but you can comment on what you would have liked to have given); and
ifyou feel that the evidence presented was not sufficient. Comment on anlthing else that will
help program slaff lojudge the portfolio review process.

7. We cannot unravel or reassess these rubrics half_way through the day' We
have no time to go back over even a small group of portfolios. Please take notes as you go. and
we will fine tune our rubrics for next year.
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General Instructions:
r. Log in to the computer. Ifyou do not have a PSU log in, please see Rowanna for assistance
2. Start with Firefox as your browser. Ifyou have trouble opening something with Firefox, try

Internet Explorer.
3. IfGoogle sites is asking for a username and password, those will be posted on the whiteboard in

your room.
4. Fimt scoring: Pick a portfolio, read it and make your judgement, and record your score on your

scorcr's sheet. Fill out the checklist for the portfolio. w te your initials in the appropiate space on
the on the portfolio page. Put the pordolio page on the center table in your room

5. Second scoring: when the portfolios in your loom are scored once, pick a portfolio offthe table to
scorc for the second time. Check the initial on the page to make surc you don't score the same
portfolio tlvice. When you're done, bring the portfolio out to the desk area to be filed.

6. As your score sheet fills up, put it in the box in the center of the room and someone will collect
them.

7. Ifthe firct and second scores are identical, or differ by only one oumber, the two scores are added
to male t}le final score for that portfolio for that 8oal. If the two scores diverge by more than one
number, a third reader is necessary. In some cases, the thrce readerc miSht have to discuss the
score.

B. Our schedule is predicated on each reading taking no more than 10 minutes. Please remember: do
not become obsessive or stuck on a decision. Just make the bestjudgement you can, trust in the
orocess. and move ahead,

9. what material do you scorc? If the student self-identifies, use what the student self-identifies. If
you feel that this is insufficient material, brcwse the portfolio Read the introductory essay and
anv other Dieces that seem relevant.
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I'ortland State University

Unversity Studies
Writins Rubric

SCORE OF 6:
. The student portfolio demonstrates the ability to communicate clearly for a vdriety of purposes and

divelse audiences.
. The portfbiio shows the mark ofthe witer's own labor, critical j udgment, and rhetodcal shaping.
. lt is marked by lucid and orderly thinking, substantial depth, fullness and complexity of thought.
. It aniculates metacognition on the writer's pafir analysis of leaming strategies, revision techniques

and imprcvement in writ ing ski l ls.
. lt cvidences control of diction, syntactic variety, and usage.

SCORE OF 5:
. The studcnt portfolio reveals the abilily to communicate for a variety of purposes and diverse

audiences.
. The poltfolio satisfactodly shows the mark of the writef's own Iabor, cri l icaljudgment, and rhetorical

shaprng.
. The main ideas are well suppo(ed with a fair degree of speciUcity.
. Organization reveals claity of thought rnd paragraphs are coherent units.
. The wdting is largely free of e ors in mechanics, usage and sentence struclure.

SCORE OF 4:
. The portfolio does come to tclms with the basic tasks of the assignmenls, bul ovemll il executes thc

assignments less completely or less systematically then a 6 of 5 potfolio.
. There is no sedous weakness in organization. Though there may be some disjointedness and lack of

fbcus, the reader can move with relativc ease through the discourse.
. Gcneralizations are usually supporled though some detail may be lacking or irrelevant.
. The pofifolio contains some eflc1s in sentence structurc and rrechanics bul, nol to the point of

distractins the reader from the content.
SCORE OF 3:
. The student portfolio shows difficulty in managing the tasks of the assignmenl.
.  There is l ikely to be either a weakness in analyt ical thinking or lack of development of key ideas.
. The portfoljo marginally demonstrates the ability to communicate for a vadety of purposes.
. Erors in sentence structure, usage, and mechanics do interfere wilh readability.
. Overall the portfolio shows some metacognition of the student's part, but there is lack of clarity and

deDth about.evising and the writ ing process.

SCORE OF 2:
. The poftfolio does not come to lerms with the assignment.
. There is little development of ideas, and the reader finds it difficult to follow from one point to the

next.
. Witing tasks may be ignored or badly mishandled.
. There mry be serious errols rn reasoning.
. There may be serious and frequent errors in sentence sffucture, usage, and mechanics.
. Overall, the portfolio reveals an inability to communicate successfully.

SCORE OF I:
. The portfolio reveals a combination of rhetorical problems from conceptual confusion, disorganizatron,

and a basic inabil i lv to handle language.

X = No Basis for Scoring (use only for missing or mallunctioning porttblios)
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THE DIVERSITY OF HUMAN EXPERIENCE

Ng!g: In this scoring guide, "div€rsity" refers to differences in ethnic, religious, and
cultural p€rsp€ctiyes, class, race' gender, age, sexual orientation and ability.
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6
(highest)

Portfolio creatively and comprchensively demonstrates an understanding ofpersonal, institutional
and ideological issues surrounding diversity in a scholarly fashion. using concrete examples. The
work reflects an ability to view issu€s from multiple perspectives. 10 question what is being
taught, and to construct independent meanilg and intelpretations.

OR

Demonstrates broad awareness ofhow the selfappears from the greater perspective ofhuman
experience, questions own views in light ofthis awareness, and contemplates its implications fof
life choices in the personal and public spheres.

5

Portfolio presents persuasive aiguments about, and insights into. prominent issues surounding
diversity, and discusses ways in which personal and cultural experiences influence lives. ideas,
and events.

OR

Reflects on penonal experiences within the broader context of human experience, demonstrating a
sophisticated awarcness ofthe limitations ofsubjective expe ence and an informed view ofthe
role difference plays in societies and instj tut ions.

4

Discusses personal expedence within the broader context of human experience, demonstrating a
worKng knowledge of features ofdiverse peoples, societies and institulioDs. and analyzes these
features in some way,

In addition to demonstrating a basic comprehension ofsome issues surounding diversity,
demonstrates some attempt to meaningfully locate oneself within the broader context ofdiverse
culture.

7.

Portfolio demonstrates a basic comprehension of some issues surrcunding diversity.

OR

Relates personal experiences within the context ofbroader human experiences, but does not locate
self within that context in a ihoughtful manner.

I
(lowcst)

Portfolio uses some teminology sunounding diversity, but fails to demonstrate meaningful
comprehension of those concepts.

OR

Tells ofpersonal experiences but does nol connect, compare or coDtnst lhose with the experiences
of others.

X = No Basis for Scoring (use only for missing or malfunctioning portfolios)



(Highest)

In addition to demonstrating the quantitative reasoning skills from level 5,
evidence of the ability to analyze the results of independent research and to
integrate these results with pre-existing studies and data. The meaning of
statistical significance and a comprehensive understanding of causality and
correlation is displayed.

5

Portfolio evidence of demonstrates one or both ol|
l\rathematical reasonlno - ability to critically evaluate quantitative

information ard use detailed calculation to solve problems and draw
conclusions involving quantitative inf ormation.

Statistical reasoninq - ability to make appropriate use of inferential statistics
(e.g., correlation, t-test, chi-square, regression) and draw appropriate
conclusions regarding statistical signif icance.

Portfofio demonstrates evidence ot one or both oti
Mathematical reasonino - ability to critically evaluate quantitative

information; good use of estimation skills.
Statistical reasoninq - ability to apply descriptive statistics (mean, median,

mode, frequency, standard deviation) to the analysis of quantitative
information: assignments in the portfolio may contain well-designed
graphs and charts that are integrated with data analysis.

J

Portfofio demonstrates evidence of one or both oli
Mathematical reasoninq - ability to describe and interpret quantitative

information.
Statistical reasoninq - ability to interpret descriptive slatistics (mean,

median, mode, frequency, standard deviation); assignments jn the
porttolio may contain well-labeled and appropriate graphs and charts
that are largely used for data display.

2

Portfotio demonstrates evidence of one or both ol:
Mathematical reasonino - ability to refer to or reproduce basic quantitative

intorrnation, perhaps by simply citing some numerical "facts".

Statistical reasoninq - ability to refer to or reproduce descriptive statistics
(mean, n'ledian, mode, frequency, standard deviation); assignments in
the portfolio may display data using incomplete or poorly-designed
graphs and charts.

'I

(Lowest)
Portfolio demonstrates no evidence of an ability to refer to or evaluale
mathematical or statistical information, including no knowledge of basic
descriptive statistics.
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OUANTITATIVE LITERACY FUBRIC

x = No Basis for Scoring (use only for missing or malfunctioning portfolios)
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PoRTFoLIo CODE: TEST
URL: TEST

Some URL' are case sensiti|e. Please type the UkL as it appears above, including capital
letters. A.fter readi g the poftfolio please initial below to shov) it has been reviewed-

Exemplary Portfolio: _ (Please check if you believe this is a podfolio that could be
shared as an example for others)

Checklist Instructions
Based on the selections in the portfolio, please give a holistic appraisal ofthe following
categories with a Y or N mark. One assignment may reprcsent more than one of the followirig
categories. Please mark all that you find in the entirety ofthe student's portfolio.

Writins Material Checklist

lncludes a personal narative N

Includes anal)'tical wri ting N

Includes creative writing Y N

Includes reflection on the writinq process Y N

lncludes the instructions for the assiqlment Y N

Blends reference material into their writine Y N

lncludes first drafts and/or evidence ofthe revision process Y N

Shows masterv ofMLA or APA stvle Y N

Genemlly uses correct ffammar throughout the Dortfolio Y N

Diversitv Material Checklist

Includes a personal definit ion ofdiversity Y N

Identifies multiple facets of divenitv Y N

Includes a personal nanative related to diversitv Y N

Includes a reflection on their leaming about divenity Y N

Includes scholarship (outside refer€nces) related to diversity Y N

Rubric Reviewer I lnitials Reviewer 2 Initials
Writing

Diversify

Quantitative Literacy

(Over)
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Scorer's Comment Sheet: Annual Portfblio Review

Poftfolio Code: TEST
URL: TEST

Instructions:

Use the space below for the rubric that is being scored to write down an)'thing particular about
the portfolios, such as url problems that you had and how you solv€d them, or directions of
where the actual student work is located if it is not immediately apparcnt. Do not write anylhthg
that indicates or infers what score you gal)e to th[s work sample.

Writinq

Diversitv

Ouantitative Literacv

Quantitative Literacy Material Checklist

Number of quantitative assignments included 0 1 2 3 +

Reoresents data using chans and/or graphs N

Includes descriDtive writins about quantitative data Y N

Includes an evaluation/critique ofquantitative reasonins used by others N

Uses terms related to descriptive statistics:

M€an

Median

Mode

Standad deviation

Y

Y

N

N

N

Y

Uses lerms relaled lo inlerenlial slalistics.

Statistical signifi cance

Correlation

Other

Y

Y

N

(Over)
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University Studies Portfolio Review

TEST PORTFOLIOS

Please review the following portfolio, assign it a score, and return to
the meeting room.

http://sites.google.com/a/pdx.edu/ryans/Portfolio

lf we are conducting a second test review, please review the following
portfolio.

http://sites.google.com/a/pdx.edu/kailab/Home

For a third test review the following

http://sites.google.com/a/pdx.edu/iansfolio/Home

Score Documentation 2009
Scorer's Name:

Date Scoring Rubric Portfolio
Code

Score Comment Recorded

6/17t08 Writing

6t17lOA Writing

6t17 /O8 Writing

6/17/08 Writing


